[Diagnostic and therapeutic considerations on recurrence of multiple myeloma : A current overview].
The treatment of multiple myeloma remains in a state of profound change. Over the past decades both disease-free survival and overall survival have been significantly prolonged by the approval of new drugs; however, despite high response rates and achievement of deep responses to primary treatment, recurrence of the disease is still expected in nearly all patients treated. Fortunately, good treatment options for myeloma patients in relapse are also currently available and the possible combinations of approved substances are numerous. Patient-specific criteria, such as primary response, comorbidities and treatment-associated toxicity can thus be taken into account more frequently in the selection of a suitable treatment of recurrences; however, the lack of comparative studies of new substances and extensive interindividual disease heterogeneity continue to make it difficult to select the best treatment of recurrence in a specific case. Therefore, the treatment of recurrence of multiple myeloma, especially for patients with high-risk features, remains a clinical challenge. This review article deliberately dispenses with the commonly used combination of mere study results and a more practical approach should be taught for the rational planning of treatment for recurrent multiple myeloma. This includes new insights into tumor evolution and taking current developments in the drug treatment of multiple myeloma into account.